Introduction
It is an old observation of Eckmann- Hilton 21] , that the homotopy theory of topological spaces has an algebraic analogue in the module category of a ring. Inspiring by the work of Eckmann-Hilton, various authors studied the problem of constructing a homotopy theory in more general algebraic categories. We refer to the works of Heller 18] , 20], 19], Huber 23 ], Kleisli 29] , Brown 12 ], AuslanderBridger 1] and Quillen 34] . Restricting to the case of a module category, there are two di erent in general, homotopy theories de ned. The injective homotopy which is de ned by killing the injective modules and the projective homotopy which is de ned by killing the projective modules. Let be an associative ring, and let Mod( ) be the category of right ?modules. Using injective homotopy we obtain the stable category Mod( ) which is always right triangulated, and using projective homotopy we obtain the stable category Mod( ) which is always left triangulated. The projective and the injective homotopy coincide i the ring is Quasi-Frobenius (QF-ring for short) and in this case the stable category Mod( ) = Mod( ) is a compactly generated triangulated category. The stable module category of a modular group algebra (which is a QF-ring), has been studied by many authors mainly from the representation theoretic point of view. There is recently a big progress in this study, which is developed using machinery from the theory of triangulated categories, in particular Bous eld's localization techniques, see for example 35] , 11]. Our main purpose in this paper is to study the stable module categories Mod( ) and Mod( ) of a ring from the point of view of modern algebraic homotopy theory. This is possible if the stable module categories are compactly generated, so a theory of Brown Representability can be developed.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we study general stable categories with products or coproducts which are induced by homologically nite subcategories in the sense of AuslanderSmal 2] . In Section 3 we study Brown Representability and its consequences, in a given additive category with coproducts and weak cokernels. Here the notion of a Whitehead subcategory borrowed from topology is of central importance. Brown's Theorem in this setting has interesting applications to (right) triangulated categories, to t?structures in the sense of 4] and to locally nitely presented additive categories in the sense of 13] . In particular we show that Bous eld's localization holds in a compactly generated right triangulated category. In Section 4 we prove that a functorially nite subcategory X of an additive category C, induces a closed model structure on C in the sense of Quillen 34] , with all objects brant and cobrant. Conversely any such closed model structure arises from a functorially nite subcategory. The associated homotopy category is the stable category C=X which in many cases has the structure of a pre-triangulated category, i.e. it is left and right triangulated in a compatible way.
Section 5 is devoted to the characterization of rings, such that the stable categories modulo projectives or injectives are \suitable" for doing homotopy theory.
For the injective homotopy this happens i the ring is right Morita. For the projective homotopy this happens i the ring is left coherent and right perfect. In both cases the stable categories are compactly generated Abstract Homotopy Categories 12] , and Brown Representability Theorem is applicable. We note that our results on injective homotopy generalize some recent results of J rgensen 25].
In Section 6, inspired from the construction of the stable homotopy category of spectra 32], we study the existence of a stable homotopy category associated to the projective or injective homotopy of a ring . Since the stable module categories are not in general triangulated, it is useful in many cases to replace them by their stabilizations 8], 19], which are triangulated categories, and this can be done in a universal way. We say that a ring has a projective, resp. injective, stable homotopy category if the stabilization of Mod( ), resp. of Mod( ), is compactly generated. We prove that in case is right Gorenstein in the sense of 8] , and the ring is left coherent and right perfect or right Morita, then such a stable homotopy category exists and can be described as the triangulated stable category of Cohen-Macaulay modules. We close the paper studying when the stable homotopy category is a phantomless or Brown category in the sense of 6], 7] .
Throughout this paper we compose morphisms in the diagrammatic order, i.e. the composition of f : A ! B, g : B ! C is denoted by f g.
Stable Categories with Coproducts and Compact Objects
We x in this section an additive category C with split idempotents and a full additive subcategory X C of C closed under isomorphisms and direct summands. A morphism f : A ! B in C is called an X?epic if the morphism C(X; f) : C(X; A) ! C(X; B) is surjective. We recall from 2] that the subcategory X is called contravariantly nite in C if for any object A 2 C, there exists an X?epic A : X A ! A with X A 2 X. The morphism A is called a right X?approximation of A. The notions of an X?monic morphism and of a covariantly nite subcategory are de ned dually. A subcategory is called functorially nite if it is both covariantly and contravariantly nite.
We denote the stable category of C modulo X by C=X. We recall that the objects of C=X are the objects of C. If A; B are objects of C=X, then C=X(A; B) = C(A; B)=I X (A; B), where I X (A; B) is the subgroup of C(A; B) consisting of all morphisms factorizing through an object of X. We denote by A the object A considered as an object of C=X and by f the class of the morphism f : A ! B in C=X(A; B). Then C=X is an additive category and setting (A) = A and (f) = f, we obtain the projection functor : C ! C=X. Proposition 2.1. Suppose that C has coproducts (products).
(1) The functor : C ! C=X preserves coproducts (products) , X is closed under coproducts (products). In this case C=X has coproducts (products). (2) If X is contravariantly nite (covariantly nite), then X is closed under coproducts (products).
(3) If X is closed under coproducts (products), then idempotents split in C=X. Proof. (1) Assume rst that X is closed under coproducts. Let fA i ; i 2 Ig be a set of objects in C=X and let i : A i ! A i be the injections into the coproduct in C. Then we have morphisms i : A i ! A i in C=X. Let By hypothesis, X i is in X and this implies that f = f 0 = h 0 = h in C=X. This shows that C=X has and preserves coproducts. Conversely if preserves coproducts, let fX i ; i 2 Ig be a set of objects of X. Then ( X i ) = (X i ) = 0 and this implies that X i is in X. Hence X is closed under coproducts. The parenthetical case is similar.
(2) Let X i ; i 2 I be a set of objects in X and let : X ! X i be a right X?approximation of X i . Lemma 2.2. If C has coproducts (products) and X is skeletally small, then Add(X ) (Prod(X )) is contravariantly nite (covariantly nite) in C. Proof. For any C 2 C let I C := fX ! C : X 2 Iso(X )g, where Iso(X ) is the set of isoclasses of objects of X and set X C := i2IC X i . The set of morphisms I C induces a canonical morphism C : X C ! C, which obviously is a right Add(X )?approximation of C. The parenthetical case is dual.
De nition 2.3. 33] An object A in an additive category C is called (countably) compact if the functor C(A; ?) : C ! Ab preserves (countable) coproducts. A full subcategory X of C is called (countably) compact if X consists of (countably) compact objects.
The full subcategory of C consisting of all compact objects is denoted by C b . If C has coproducts, then it is well known that A 2 C is compact i any morphism f : A ! i2I C i factors through a nite subcoproduct L j2J I C j , jJj < 1. Obviously if C has coproducts and X C b , then (C=X ) b = C b =X (C=Add(X )) b . De nition 2.4. 13] An object A in an additive category C is called nitely presented if the functor C(A; ?) : C ! Ab preserves ( ltered) direct limits. We denote by f:p:(C) the full subcategory of C consisting of all nitely presented objects. An additive category C is called locally nitely presented if C has ( ltered) direct limits, any object of C is a direct limit of nitely presented objects and nally if f:p:(C) is skeletally small. If X is a skeletally small additive category, we denote by Mod(X ) the Grothendieck category of contravariant additive functors from X to the category Ab of abelian groups. The full subcategory of projective, resp. at, functors is denoted by Proj(Mod(X )), resp. Flat(Mod(X )). By 13], Flat(Mod(X )) is locally nitely presented and any locally nitely presented category is of this form. For the concept of pure semisimplicity in these categories we refer to 13]; in particular C is pure semisimple i C = Add(f:p:(C)). For latter use we prove the following. Proposition 2.5. Let C be an additive category with products and coproducts and let X be a skeletally small full subcategory of C with X C b . Then the following are equivalent.
(i) Add(X ) is covariantly nite in C.
(ii) Add(X ) is a locally nitely presented pure semisimple category with products.
Proof. (i) ) (ii) Consider the restriction functor S : C ! Mod(X ) de ned by S(A) = C(?; A)j X . It is easy to see that S preserves products and coproducts and induces an equivalence between Add(X ) and Proj(Mod(X )). If Add(X ) is covariantly nite, then obviously Add(X ) is closed under products in C. Hence Proj(Mod(X )) is closed under products in Mod(X ). By Chase's Theorem (see 5]), we have that Mod(X ) is perfect. In particular Proj(Mod(X )), hence Add(X ), is equivalent to Flat(Mod(X )), which by construction is pure semisimple.
(ii) ) (i) By hypothesis for any set fX i ; i 2 Ig of objects of X, the product Q X i is in Add(X ) and the pure mono : X i ! Q X i splits. If A 2 C, then (i) P is skeletally small.
(ii) A morphism f : A ! B in C is an isomorphism i C(P; f) : C(P; A) ! C(P; B)
is an isomorphism.
Corollary 3.4. If the additive category C has countable coproducts and weak cokernels, then for any compact minimal Whitehead subcategory P of C, any P?minimal weak colimit of a tower is uniquely determined, by a not unique isomorphism.
Proof. Follows trivially from the fact that the functors C(P; ?); P 2 P, collectively re ect isomorphisms.
For latter use we state the following useful result.
Lemma 3.5. Let C be an additive category with countable coproducts and weak cokernels, and let X be a covariantly nite subcategory of C, satisfying the following: (ii) F preserves coproducts, weak cokernels.
In case F has a right adjoint G, and the Whitehead subcategory P is compact, then the following are equivalent:
(iii) G preserves coproducts.
(iv) F preserves compact objects.
Proof. For the rst part, it su ces to show that (ii) ) ( 
Since this happens for any P 2 P and P is a whitehead subcategory, we have G(D i ) = G( D i ), so G preserves coproducts. Conversely if G preserves coproducts, let X be a compact object in C and let fD i ; i 2 Ig be a set of objects in D.
Then using adjointness and the fact that G preserves coproducts, we have:
Hence F preserves compact objects.
De nition 3.9. Let C be an additive category with coproducts and weak cokernels. C is generated by a set G C if the smallest full additive subcategory of C which is closed under isomorphisms, coproducts and weak cokernels and contains G, coincides with C. Then G is called a generating set. The category C is called compactly generated if there exists a generating set G consisting of compact objects. Corollary 3.10. Let C be an additive category with coproducts and weak cokernels and let P be a minimal Whitehead subcategory of C. Then C is generated by Iso(P). Hence if the Whitehead subcategory P is compact, then C is compactly generated. Proof. Let U be the smallest full additive subcategory of C which is closed under isomorphisms, coproducts and weak cokernels and contains P. Then U has coproducts and weak cokernels and P is a minimal Whitehead subcategory of U. Let A be an object in C and consider the functor F = C(?; A)j U : U op ! Ab. Since F sends coproducts to products and is half-exact, there exists U 2 U and an isomorphism ! : U(?; U) = ?! C(?; A)j U . Then the morphism !(1 U ) : U ! A, has the property that C(P; !(1 U )) is an isomorphism. Since P is Whitehead, !(1 U ) is an isomorphism. Hence A 2 U. We conclude that C = U.
We recall from 9], 27], that a left, resp. right, triangulated category is an additive category C equipped with an additive endofunctor : C ! C the loop functor, resp. : C ! C the suspension functor, and a class of diagrams , resp. r, of the form (C) ! A ! B ! C, resp. of the from A ! B ! C ! (A), We recall that if C is a (left or right) triangulated category, then a subcategory E of C is called thick if E is a full additive (left or right) triangulated subcategory of C, which is closed under direct summands. If C has coproducts, then a thick subcategory L of C is called localizing if L is closed under coproducts. A (left or right) triangulated category C is called compactly generated if C has coproducts and a set S of compact objects, such that C coincides with the smallest thick subcategory of C which contains S and is closed under isomorphisms and coproducts.
Let C be a right triangulated category with coproducts. We de ne a full subcat- C b , then C is compactly generated. Proof. Let A 1 ! A 2 ! ! be a tower of objects of C, and consider the induced triangle i 1 A i ! i 1 A i ! w:lim ! A i ! ( i 1 A i ). If X 2 P, then applying the half-exact functor C(X; ?) to the above triangle and using that X is compact and preserves countable coproducts, we conclude directly that the canonical morphism lim ! C(X; A i ) ! C(X; w:lim ! A i ) is an isomorphism, so P is minimal. It follows that if moreover P is Whitehead, then C is compactly generated by P. Corollary 3.12. Let C be a right triangulated category with coproducts and suspension functor . If C contains a compact minimal Whitehead subcategory, then:
(i) C is compactly generated with products.
(ii) F : C op ! Ab is representable , F is cohomological and sends coproducts to products.
(iii) The suspension functor has a right adjoint , preseves coproducts. If exists then preserves coproducts , preserves compact objects. If L is a thick subcategory of the right triangulated category C, then we can de ne the quotient category C=L, in a possibly larger universe, as in the triangulated case by formally inverting 17] all morphisms A ! B in C, such that in the triangle A ! B ! L ! (A) the object L 2 L. Then C=L is a right triangulated category and the quotient functor q : C ! C=L is exact. If C has coproducts and L is localizing, then C=L has coproducts and the functor q preserves them. The next result which follows from Theorem 3:8 and Lemma 3:11, is a version of Bous eld's localization in right triangulated categories. Proposition 3.13. Let C be a right triangulated category with coproducts and let L be a localizing subcategory of C.
(i) If C is compactly generated and the quotient category C=L has small hom-sets, then the quotient functor q : C ! C=L has a right adjoint. (ii) If L is generated by a Whitehead subcategory P of C contained in b C b , then L is compactly generated and the inclusion functor i : L , ! C has a right adjoint. We recall that if U is a full subcategory of C then U ? denotes the full subcategory fA 2 C j C(U; A) = 0; 8U 2 Ug. For the concept of a t?structure in a triangulated category we refer to 4]. Proposition 3.14. Let C be a triangulated category with coproducts and suspension functor . Let U be a full additive subcategory of C closed under extensions, coproducts and the suspension functor .
(1) If there exists a Whitehead subcategory P of U contained in U b , then the pair (U; U ? ) is a t?structure in C.
(2) If C is compactly generated and the quotient C=U has small hom-sets, then (U; U ? ) is a t?structure in C. Proof. The hypothesis implies that U is a right triangulated subcategory of C. If (1) holds, then by Theorem 3:8 and Lemma 3:11 it follows that the inclusion U , ! C has a right adjoint. Then the result follows from 28].
Suppose that condition (2) holds. Since C=U has small hom-sets and C is compactly generated, by Theorem 3:8 the quotient functor q : C ! C=U has a right adjoint r. Let : Id C ! rq be the unit of the adjoint pair (q; r). Then for any object A in C we have a triangle A 0 ! A A ?! rq(A) ! (A 0 ) in C. Since obviously q(A 0 ) = 0, it follows that A 0 2 U. For any U 2 U we have the long exact sequence ! C(U; ?1 rq(A)) ! C(U; A 0 ) ! C(U; A) ! C(U; rq(A)) ! Then C(U; ?1 rq(A)) = C( (U); rq(A)) = C(q (U); q(A)) = 0. In the same way C(U; rq(A)) = 0. Hence C(U; A 0 ) = C(U; A). This shows that A 0 is the core ection of A in U. Hence the inclusion U , ! C has a right adjoint and then by 28], the pair (U; U ? ) is a t?structure in C.
Let C be a compactly generated triangulated category and let T be the class of t?structures in C. Also let U be the class of right triangulated subcategories of C which are closed under coproducts and such that the quotient C=U has small hom-sets, for any U 2 U. By the above result we have the following. Corollary 3.15. The assignement U 7 ?! (U; U ? ) gives a bijective correspondence between the classes U and T. Example 3.16. Let D( ) be the unbounded derived category of right modules over a ring . It is well known that D( ) is compactly generated triangulated category. Let U be the right triangulated subcategory of D( ) generated by , i.e. the smallest right triangulated subcategory of D( ) which contains and is closed under coproducts. Then the t?structure of the above proposition is the natural t?structure in D( ), see 4]. Corollary 3.17. If C is triangulated, then the following are equivalent:
(i) C is compactly generated.
(ii) C has coproducts and there exists a set of compact objects S, such that (S) = S and C(S; (1) An additive functor H : C op ! Ab is representable i H is cohomological and sends coproducts to products. In particular C has products.
(2) An exact functor F : C ! D to the triangulated category D, has a right adjoint i F preserves coproducts. In case the right adjoint G of F exists, then G has a right adjoint i F preserves compact objects.
(3) If L is a localizing subcategory of C, then: the inclusion functor L , ! C has a right adjoint i the quotient functor C ! C=L has a right adjoint i C=L has small hom-sets i the canonical functor L ? ! C=L is an equivalence.
Brown Representability has also interesting applications to locally niteley presented categories. We have the following consequences of Theorems 3:6, 3:8. (ii) F preserves coproducts, weak cokernels (and compact, resp. nitely presented objects).
Proof. If C is a locally nitely presented category with products, then by the above Theorem, f:p:(C) is a compact Whitehead subcategory of C and the assertions are consequences of Brown's Theorem. We include a proof of the parenthetical cases.
By the Adjoint Theorem, the right adjoint G of F preserves coproducts i F preserves compact objects. Assume that G preserves direct limits and let X 2 f:p: 
hence G preserves direct limits.
3.3. Cohomology Theories and Costabilization. Let C be a right triangulated category with (right) triangulation r and suspension functor . A cohomology theory on C is a sequence fH n ; h n g n2Z , where H n : C op ! Ab is a cohomological functor and h n : H n = ?! H n+1 are natural isomorphisms. A morphism between the cohomology theories fH n ; h n g n2Z , fF n ; f n g n2Z is a sequence of morphisms f n : H n ! F n g n2Z , such that 8n 2 Z : n f n = h n n+1 . We denote by C ohTh(C) the category of cohomology theories on C. If C has coproducts, then we denote by \ C ohTh(C; ; r) the full subcategory consisting of all cohomology theories fH n ; h n g n2Z such that H n sends coproducts to products, 8n 2 Z. Our aim in this subsection is to describe in some cases the category \ C ohTh(C; ; r). To this end we need some de nitions.
Suppose that C, D are additive categories equipped with endofuctors ; respectively. A functor F : C ! D is called stable if F = F. If : C ! C is an endofunctor of an additive category C, then by 8], there exists a couniversal category in which becomes invertible in the following sense. There exists a pair (R(C; ); R) consisting of a category R(C; ) equipped with an equivalence b : R(C; ) ?! R(C; ) and a stable functor R : R(C; ) ! C, such that for any stable functor F : D ! C from a category D equipped with an autoequivalence, there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) stable functor F : D ! R(C; ) such that RF = F. The category R(C; ) is called the costabilization of C (with respect to ) and the stable functor R is called the costabilization functor. If the pair (C; ) admits a left or right triangulation , then the costabilization of C is triangulated, and is denoted by R(C; ; ). In this case the costabilization functor R is exact and the pair is couniversal for exact functors from triangulated categories to C. We recall the description of R(C; ) from 8]. The objects of R(C; ) are sequences fA n ; n g n2Z , where n : A n = ? ! (A n+1 ) are isomorphisms in C. A morphism between the objects fA n ; n g n2Z , fB n ; n g n2Z is a sequence of morphisms n : A n ! B n , such that n ( n+1 ) = n n , 8n 2 Z. The costabilization functor is de ned by setting R(fA n ; n g n2Z ) = A 0 .
The following generalizes a result of J rgensen 25].
Theorem 3.21. Let (C; ; r) be a right triangulated category with coproducts containing a minimal Whitehead subcategory and let be a right adjoint of .
Then there exists a full embedding T : R(C; ) , ! C ohTh(C; ; r) which induces an equivalence T : R(C; ) \ C ohTh(C; ; r). If (C; ) admitts a left triangulation , then \ C ohTh(C; ; r) R(C; ; ) is triangulated with coproducts. Proof. Let ?;? : C( (?); ?) = C(?; (?)) be the natural isomorphism associated to the adjoint pair ( ; ). De ne a functor T : R(C; ) , ! C ohTh(C; ; r) as follows: T(fA n ; n g n2Z ) = fH n ; h n g n2Z , where H n := C(?; A n ) and h n := C(?; n )
?;An+1 : C(?; A n ) ! C( (?); A n+1 ). If ( n ) n2Z : fA n ; n g n2Z ! fA n ; n g n2Z is a morphism in R(C; ), then T(( n ) n2Z ) := fC(?; n )g n2Z . Trivially T is a full embedding. If fH n ; h n g n2Z is a cohomology theory, where each H n sends coproducts to products, then by Brown Representability we have natural isomorphisms n : H n = C(?; A n ) , 8n 2 Z. De ne isomorphisms n : A n ! (A n+1 ) by the composition of isomorphisms n := n h n n+1 ?;An+1 . Then fA n ; n g n2Z is in R(C; ) and R(fA n ; n g n2Z ) = fH n ; h n g n2Z . Corollary 3.22. Let C be a compactly generated triangulated category. Then there exists a triangle equivalence C \ C ohTh(C). (1) Cof(C), the class of co brations, (2) Fib(C), the class of brations, (3) Weq(C), the class of weak equivalences, satisfying the following properties.
(i) If f; g are morphisms in C such that the composition f g is de ned and two of f; g; f g are weak equivalences, then so is the third.
(ii) If f is a retract of g in the category C 2 of morphisms of C and g is a cofribation, bration or weak equivalence, then so is f. (iii) De ne a morphism f to be a trivial bration if f is both a bration and a weak equivalence. De ne a morphism f to be a trivial co bration if f is both a co bration and a weak equivalence. 4 in C such that: f 1 is a co bration, f 2 is a trivial bration, f 3 is a trivial co bration and f 4 is a bration.
If C admits a closed model structure, then an object A 2 C is called brant, resp. co brant, if the morphism A ! 0 is a bration, resp. 0 ! A is a co bration. An (i) f is a trivial co bration i f is split monic and Coker(f) 2 X.
(ii) f is a trivial bration i f is split epic and Ker(f) 2 X. Proof. If f is a trivial co bration then f is an isomorphism in C=X, so there is a morphism g : B ! A such that 1 A = f g. Then the morphism 1 A ? f g factors through an object of X; hence there are morphisms : A ! X, : X ! A, where X 2 X, such that:
Since f is X?monic, there exists a morphism : B ! X such that = f . Then 1 A ? f g = f )
, so f is split monic. Since idempotents split in C, f has a cokernel and then Coker(f) 2 X. Conversely if f is split monic then trivially f is a co bration. Since f induces an isomorphism B = A Coker(f) in C, if in addition Coker(f) 2 X, then f is an isomorphism in C=X. The proof of (2) is dual.
Our main result of this section is the following. (i) X is a functorially nite subcategory of C.
(ii) The triple (Cof X (C); Fib X (C); Weq X (C)) is a closed model structure on C.
In this case all objects of C are bi brant and the associated homotopy category C Weq X (C) ?! X such that f 1 is a co bration and f 2 is a trivial bration. By the above Lemma, f 2 is a split epic with kernel in X, hence B 2 X. Since by de nition f 1 is a co bration = X?monic, it follows that f 1 is a left X?appoximation of A. Hence X is covariantly nite. A similar argument shows that X is contravariantly nite.
By construction the projection functor : C ! C=X sends weak equivalences to isomorphisms. If F : C ! D is an additive functor such that F(f) is an isomorphism, 8f 2 Weq X (C), then since the morphism X ! 0 is a weak equivalence for any X 2 X, we have that F(X) = 0. Hence there exists a unique (up to equivalence) functorF : C=X ! D such thatF = F. This shows that C=X is equivalent to the homotopy category C Weq X (C) ?1 ] . Trivially all objects of C are brant and co brant. Since all objects of C are bi brant, the assertion about homotopies is easy and is left to the reader.
If X is a functorially nite subcategory of an additive category C, then we consider always C with the closed model structure described in the above Theorem. Remark 4.6. If X is a covariantly nite subcategory of C, then de ning co brations and weak equivalences as above, it follows that C has the structure of a saturated Waldhausen category 37]. If (C; X) is a right homotopy pair, then the Waldhausen group K 0 (C) of C is the Grothendieck group of the right triangulated category C=X in the sense of 10].
If there exists a closed model structure on C with all objects bi brant, then for an object A 2 C, A ! 0 is a weak equivalence i 0 ! A is a weak equivalence. We call such objects acyclic and the induced full subcategory is denoted by Ac(C). One direction of the following result is a consequence of Theorem 4:5. The proof of the other direction, is similar to the proof of Theorem 4:5, using standard arguments from the theory of model categories. Since we shall not use it, its proof is left to the reader. (2) For any abelian category C and any contravariantly (covariantly) nite subcategory X C, the pair (C; X) is a left (right) homotopy pair. Here we can choose X to be the full subcategory of projectives (injectives), if C has enough of them. A pre-triangulated category is an additive category together with a pre-triangulation.
Any right homotopy pair (C; X) induces on the stable category C=X a right triangulated structure ( X ; r X ), where X : C=X ! C=X is the suspension functor and r X is the triangulation. Dually any left homotopy pair (C; X) induces on the stable category C=X a left triangulated structure ( X ; X ), where X : C=X ! C=X is the loop functor and X is the triangulation, we refer to 9] for details. If (C; X) is a left (right) homotopy pair, then we consider always the stable category C=X as a left (right) triangulated category as above and we note that in case (C; X) is a homotopy pair, then we have an adjoint pair ( X ; X ) in C=X 8] . In this case it is not di cult to see that the compatability conditions (iv), (v) are true. We collect the above information in the following.
Corollary 4.11. There exists a bijective correspondence between homotopy pairs (C; X) and weak closed model structures on C with all objects bi brant. The induced homotopy category C=X is a pre-triangulated category.
In general there is no relation between the left triangulation X and the right triangulation r X on C=X. There is a particular case in which X , r X are essentially the same. We recall that an additive category C is Frobenius, if C is an exact category in the sense of Quillen, with enough projectives, enough injectives and the projectives coincide with the injectives. If P is the full subcategory of projectives, then (C; P) is a homotopy pair. We recall that a weak closed model category C is called stable, if the associated homotopy category Ho(C) of C is triangulated with the triangulation induced from the co brations, De nition 4.13. An Abstract Homotopy Category is a pair (C; X) consisting of an additive category C and a full additive subcategory X C, such that:
(i) C has coproducts and weak cokernels.
(ii) X is a minimal Whitehead subcategory of C closed under weak cokernels.
The above de nition is di erent from that of 12] in that Brown does not require that X is Whitehead. In the next section we shall see many algebraic examples of abstract homotopy categories and our de nition is more suitable for our purposes.
Stable Module Categories
Throughout this section will denote an associative ring. We denote by P , resp. P , the categories of nitely generated projective, resp. all projective, right modules, and by Mod( ), resp. mod( ), the category of all, resp. nitely presented, right ?modules. Let mod( ) := mod( ) P and Mod( ) := Mod( ) P be the induced stable categories. Then (Mod( ); P ) is a left homotopy pair, so Mod( ) is a left triangulated category with coproducts and split idempotents. Dually we denote by I , resp. I , the categories of nitely generated injective, resp. all injective, right modules. Let mod( ) := mod( ) I and Mod( ) := Mod( ) I be the induced stable categories. Then (Mod( ); I ) is a right homotopy pair, so Mod( ) is a right triangulated category with products and split idempotents.
Trivially Mod( ) is triangulated , Mod( ) is triangulated , is a QF-ring.
Our aim in this section is to characterize when a ring has the property that the stable category mod( ), resp. mod( ), is a compact Whitehead left, resp. right, triangulated subcategory of Mod( ), resp. Mod( ). We begin with two easy Lemma 5.2. Let C be an abelian category and X be a full subcategory of C.
(i) If X is contravariantly nite and any X?epic is an epimorphism, then: X is covariantly nite (re ective) in C , X has weak cokernels (cokernels). (ii) If X is covariantly nite and any X?monic is a monomorphism, then:
X is contravariantly nite (core ective) , X has weak kernels (kernels). Proof. (i) Assume that X has weak cokernels and let C 2 C. Let (iv) mod( ) is a (compact) Whitehead right triangulated subcategory of Mod( ). If is right Morita, then the right adjoint I of preserves coproducts and preserves coproducts and compact objects.
Proof. (ii) ) (iv) That mod( ) is a Whitehead subacategory, follows from 25]
(actually in 25] is assumed that is right Artinian, but the proof works in our case). By hypothesis, mod( ) is abelian with enough injectives, so mod( ) is a right triangulated subcategory of Mod( ) which obviously consists of compact objects.
(iv) ) (ii) Let A be a right module and suppose that (X; A) = 0, for any nitely presented X. Then (X; 0 A ) is an isomorphism. Since mod( ) is a Whitehead subcategory, 0 A is an isomorphism, so A = 0. By Theorem 5:3, is right Noetherian.
Since mod( ) is a right triangulated subcategory of Mod( ), its follows that for any nitely presented X, its suspension (X) is nitely presented and this implies that the injective envelope of X is also nitely presented. Obviously (ii) is equivalent to (iii) and (i) implies (ii). Conversely if (ii) holds, then the injective envelope of is nitely generated. This implies that is right Artinian and the direct sum of the injective envelopes of the isoclasses of simples modules is a nitely generated injective cogenerator, so is right Morita.
If fA j ; i 2 Jg is a set of right ?modules, and 0 ! K j ! I j ! A j are exact sequences where I j are I ?approximations of A j , then using the hypothesis (i), it is not di cult to see that I j is a right I ?approximations of A j . By the construction of I in 8], this implies that I ( A j ) = K j = I (A j ). Hence I preserves coproducts. Then preserves compact objects by Corollary 3:12.
Now we turn our attention to the stable category modulo projectives. First we need a simple observation.
Remark 5.6. It is easy to see that: is left coherent , P has weak cokernels , P op has weak kernels , P is covariantly nite in mod( ) , ( We have the following characterization of left coherent and right perfect rings.
Theorem 5.7. For any ring the following are equivalent.
(i) is left coherent and right perfect.
(ii) (Mod( ); P ) is a homotopy pair.
(iii) P is covariantly nite.
(iv) P has weak cokernels. By the above remark, P (X) is nitely presented, hence ( P (X); f) and equivalently (X; (f)) is an isomorphism. We deduce that 8X 2 mod( ) : (X; C) = 0.
Then from part (vi), C = 0, so C is projective. We claim that ( ) is pure. Indeed if : X ! B is a morphism with X nitely presented, then since (X; f) is an isomorphism, there exists : X ! A such that f = . This means that ? f factors through p B . Hence there exists t : X ! P B with ? f = t p B . This trivially implies that factors through t (f; p B ). Hence ( ) is a pure exact sequence. Since is right perfect, by 24] any projective is pure injective, hence C is pure injective. We conclude that ( ) splits. Then obviously f is an isomorphism. ( ) The right triangulated category Mod R ( ) is compactly generated with minimal compact Whitehead generating subcategory mod( ).
( ) An additive functor F : Mod R ( ) op ! Ab is representable i F is cohomological and sends coproducts to products.
Corollary 5.12. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) is a left coherent and right perfect ring.
(ii) The pair (Mod( ); mod( )) is an Abstract Homotopy Category.
(iii) The pair (P ; P ) is an Abstract Homotopy Category.
If is left coherent and right perfect, then we have the following.
( ) The right triangulated category Mod R ( ) is compactly generated with minimal compact Whitehead generating subcategory mod( ).
( ) An additive functor F : Mod R ( ) op ! Ab is representable i F is cohomological and sends coproducts to products. Our aim in this section is to study rings which admit a projective or injective stable homotopy category. Before we proceed further we need some de nitions and results from 8]. First we recall that a right ?module A is called Gorensteinprojective if there exists an exact sequence ! P ?1 ! P 0 ! P 1 ! of projective modules with Im(P ?1 ! P 0 ) = A and the sequence remains exact applying Hom (?; P ). The full subcategory of all Gorenstein-projective modules is denoted by G P (Mod( )), and the induced stable category modulo projectives is denoted by G P (Mod( )). The full subcategory G I (Mod( )) of Gorenstein-injective modules is de ned dually and the induced stable category modulo injectives is denoted by G I (Mod( )). By the results of 8], the stable category G P (Mod( )) is a full triangulated subcategory of Mod L ( ) and dually the stable category G I (Mod( )) is a full triangulated subcategory of Mod R ( ). We denote by G P (mod( )), resp. G I (mod( )), the full subcategory of G P (Mod( )), resp. G I (Mod( )), consisting of nitely presented modules. Note that G P (Mod( )); G I (Mod( )) are Frobenius weak closed model categories. Obviously if is a QF-ring then G P (Mod( )) = Mod( ) = G I (Mod( )). If any module has nite projective, resp. injective, dimension, then G P (Mod( )) = P , resp. G I (Mod( )) = I . If is Noetherian (or coherent) ring, the Gorenstein-projective modules G P (mod( )), are exactly the modules in mod( ) with zero G-dimension in the sense of Auslander We note that the Gorenstein property of a ring is a necessary and su cient condition for the existence of Tate-Vogel (co)homology and complete projective or injective resolutions 8]. We need the following basic result from 8].
Lemma 6.6. Let be a right Gorenstein ring with G?dim = d.
( Proof. By the above Lemma it su ces to show that the triangulated category G P (Mod( )) or equivalently G I (Mod( )) is compactly generated. Suppose rst that is coherent and right perfect. Obviously G P (Mod( )) has coproducts. Let A be a Gorenstein-projective module and suppose that 8G 2 G P (mod( )) we have (G; A) = 0. Then any morphism from a nitely presented Gorensteinprojective module to A factors through a projective module. Since is left coherent and right perfect by 8] we have that G P (Mod( )) is covariantly nite in Mod( ) and it is not di cult to see that if X is nitely presented then the left G P (Mod( ))?approximation of X is nitely presented. Now let X be an arbitrary nitely presented module and f : X ! A be a morphism. Let g X : X ! G X be its left Gorenstein-projective approximation. Since A is Gorenstein-projective, the morphism f factors through g X . Hence there exists h : G X ! A such that g X h = f. Since G X is in G P (mod( )), the morphism h factors through a projective. This implies that the morphism f factors through a projective module. This shows that (X; A) = 0; 8X 2 mod( ). By Theorem 5:7, we have that A is projective, i.e. A = 0. We conclude that 8G 2 G P (mod( )): (G; A) = 0 ) A = 0. Since G P (mod( )) is skeletally small triangulated and consists of compact objects, by Corollary 3:17 it follows that the triangulated category G P (Mod( )) is compactly generated. Since by Lemma 6:6, G P (Mod( )) is triangle equivalent to G I (Mod( )), the latter is also compactly generated. If is right Morita, the proof is similar and is left to the reader. A similar result holds also for coresolving subcategories.
Remark 6.13. If the ring is left coherent right perfect and right Gorenstein, then there exists a skeletally small generating compact left triangulated subcategory in Mod( )), namely mod( )), and a compactly generated triangulated category, namely G P (Mod( )), such that the stabilization of mod( )) is identi ed with the full subcategory of compact objects of G P (Mod( )). This procedure is similar with the construction of the stable homotopy category of spectra in Algebraic Topology and explains our motivation. Here the role of Mod( )) is played by the homotopy category of spectra, the role of mod( )) is played by the homotopy category of nite spectra and the role of G P (Mod( )) is played by the stable homotopy category. However in contrast to the homotopy theory of modules, the stable homotopy category of spectra is not the stabilization of all spectra since the later does not has arbitrary coproducts, so it is not compactly generated, see 32] . Similar remarks are applied for the injective stable category, if is right Morita. C b ) ). We recall that a functor is a representation equivalence if it is full, surjective on objects and re ects isomorphisms.
De nition 6.14. Let C be a left or right triangulated category with coproducts.
(1) We say that C admits a phantomless stable homotopy category if C admits a stable homotopy category D which is phantomless. (i) admits a right projective phantomless stable homotopy category.
(ii) Any Gorenstein-projective is pure projective (pure injective).
(iii) G P (Mod( )) is a pure-semisimple locally nitely presented Frobenius category.
(iv) G P (Mod( )) is a pure-semisimple locally nitely presented triangulated category. (v) admits a right injective phantomless stable homotopy category. (vi) Any Gorenstein-injective is pure injective (pure projective).
(vii) G I (Mod( )) is a pure-semisimple locally nitely presented Frobenius category. (viii) G I (Mod( )) is a pure-semisimple locally nitely presented triangulated category. Proof. Assume rst that is left coherent and right perfect ring. If condition (i) holds, then G P (Mod( )) is phantomless. By 6], we have that any object G 2 G P (Mod( )) is a coproduct i2I G i , where G i is in G P (mod( )). But then in Mod( ) we have G = i2I G i P, where P is projective. Since is right perfect, this implies that G is a coproduct of nitely presented Gorenstein modules.
Hence G is in particular pure-projective. Hence (i) ) (ii). If (ii) holds, then obviously G P (Mod( )) = Add(G P (mod( ))). Since G P (mod( )) is skeletally small and is contained in G P (Mod( )) b , by Proposition 2:5 it follows that G P (Mod( )) is a pure-semisimple locally nitely presented category. Hence (ii) ) (iii). If (iii) holds, then any Gorenstein-projective module is a coproduct of nitely presented (Gorenstein-projective) modules, and trivially the same is true in G P (Mod( )). By 6], G P (Mod( )) is a locally nitely presented (phantomless) pure-semisimple triangulated category and this shows that (iii) ) (iv). Since by 6] any locally nitely presented triangulated category is phantomless, we have that (iv) ) (i). Now we prove that any of the above equivalent conditions (i) ? (iv) is equivalent to the parenthetical condition (ii). We use that an object G in a locally nitely presented category with products is pure-injective i for any index set I, the summation map f : i2I G ! G factors through the pure mono I : i2I G ! Q i2I G, see 13] . Suppose now that (i) is true and let G be a Gorenstein-projective module.
Let I be any index set and consider the summation map f : i2I G ! G. Since (Mod( )) , where h is a phantom map and G 1 ; G 0 2 Add(G P (mod( ))). Let ( ) : 0 ! X 1 ? ! X 0 ? ! G ! 0 be a pure-projective resolution of the Gorensteinprojective module G. Then (Mod( )) ). Since the stabilization functor preserves coproducts and X 0 ; X 1 are pure projectives it follows that S(X 0 ); S(X 1 ) 2 Add(G P (mod( ))). We remains to prove that h is phantom. Let H 2 G P (mod( )) and g : H ! G be a morphism. Since H is nitely presented, there exists a morphism : H ! X 0 such that = g. Then S( ) S( ) = g.
This shows that h is phantom. A similar result is true for right Morita right Gorenstein rings. 
